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Average transmittance of multi-Gaussian (flat-topped and annular) optical beams in an anisotropic turbulent
ocean is examined analytically based on the extended Huygens–Fresnel principle. Transmittance variations
depending on the link length, anisotropy factor, salinity and temperature contribution factor, source size, beam
flatness order of flat-topped beam, Kolmogorov microscale length, rate of dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy,
rate of dissipation of the mean squared temperature, and thickness of annular beam are examined. Results show
that all these parameters have effects in various forms on the average transmittance in an anisotropic turbulent
ocean. Hence, the performance of optical wireless communication systems can be improved by taking into ac-
count the variation of average transmittance versus the above parameters.
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The performance of the optical wireless systems is strictly
dependent on the propagation medium constituents,
which attenuate and degrade the wave. Turbulence is
a significant phenomenon that affects an optical beam,
which is also affected by absorption and scattering
effects. There are numerous studies analyzing optical
wave propagation in atmospheric turbulence in various
aspects, such as the intensity[1], scintillation[2], transmit-
tance[3–8], and beam spreading[9]. Temperature and wind
variations are dominant factors in atmospheric refractive
index characteristics, and these variations are defined by
Kolmogorov and non-Kolmogorov spectra. In the ocean,
salinity and temperature become the main factors that
develop turbulence. Nikishov and Nikishov defined the
contribution of salinity and temperature fluctuations
to the refractive index spectrum in the ocean[10]. After
this work, many studies examining optical turbulence
characteristics in the ocean have appeared in the litera-
ture. Optical turbulence characteristics in the ocean are
investigated for various entities, as the scintillation,
structure function, intensity, polarization, and field
correlation[11–16]. Anisotropic turbulent medium is also
another noteworthy subject for research. There are sev-
eral studies investigating anisotropy characteristics of
the turbulent spectrum in different media[17–20]. These
studies[17–20] cover the log-amplitude correlation function
for spherical wave propagation through anisotropic non-
Kolmogorov atmosphere, average polarization of the
electromagnetic Gaussian Schell model beams propagat-
ing through anisotropic non-Kolmogorov turbulence,
polarization of quantization Gaussian Schell beams
through anisotropic non-Kolmogorov turbulence of the
marine atmosphere, and effects of anisotropic turbulence

on the average polarizability of Gaussian Schell model
quantized beams through an ocean link. In our earlier
studies, we have reported in anisotropic oceanic turbu-
lence, the intensity fluctuations of spherical optical
beams[21], the intensity fluctuations[22], and the bit error
rate (BER) of asymmetrical Gaussian beams[23]. In these
works, the observation is that anisotropy in the turbulent
ocean causes reductions in the intensity fluctuations and
BER. As the result, optical wireless communications sys-
tems operating in anisotropic oceanic turbulence will
have better performance than the ones operating in iso-
tropic oceanic turbulence. Results show that anisotropy
affects optical wave propagation significantly. For the
optical wave propagating in the z direction, since the
anisotropic oceanic turbulence exhibits asymmetrical
spatial frequencies usually in the x, y directions, its ef-
fects on the physical entities of propagation, such as
the average intensity, intensity fluctuations, and beam
spreading, are quite different when compared to the
effects imposed by isotropic oceanic turbulence. Thus,
it is important to scrutinize the anisotropic turbulence
structures and their effects on optical wave propagation
in the ocean.

In this study, we have examined the average transmit-
tance of multi-Gaussian beams, which include the flat-
topped and annular, in anisotropic turbulent ocean
against the oceanic turbulence parameters, including
the anisotropy factor and the multi-Gaussian beam source
parameters. We believe that this study will contribute to
the optical wireless system performance analysis in oceanic
optical telecommunication links.

The average transmittance of a turbulent medium
depending on the intensity profiles is defined as
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hτðLÞi ¼ hI ðLÞi
I vðLÞ ; (1)

where L is the link length, hτðLÞi denotes the ensemble
average over the medium statistics, hI ðLÞi is the on-axis
average intensity profile in the oceanic turbulent medium,
and I vðLÞ is the on-axis intensity in vacuum. According
to the extended Huygens–Fresnel principle, the on-axis
average intensity profile of an optical beam at the receiver
plain is obtained to be[1]

hI ðLÞi ¼
�
1
λL

�
2 Z ∞

−∞

Z
∞

−∞
d2s1d2s2uðs1Þu�ðs2Þ

× exp
�
jk
2L

ðjs1j2 þ js2j2Þ
�

× hexp½ψðs1Þ þ ψ�ðs2Þ�i; (2)

where λ is the wavelength, k ¼ 2π∕λ is the wavenumber,
s ¼ ðsx ; syÞ is the transverse coordinate at the source plane,
uðsÞ is the incident field of the optical beam, ψðsÞ is the
complex random phase term of oceanic turbulence,
j ¼ �������

−1
p

, and � represents the complex conjugate. The
incident field of a multi-Gaussian beam is defined as[8,24]

uðs; z ¼ 0Þ ¼
XN
n¼1

An expð−kαnjsj2Þ; (3)

where N is the beam flatness order, An and αn are the com-
plex amplitude and source size of the nth Gaussian beam,
αn ¼ 1

2kα2sn
þ j

2Fn
, and Fn is the focal length. In this study,

collimated flat-topped and annular beams are taken into
account, thus, Fn ¼ ∞ is taken, and αn ¼ 1

2kα2sn
þ j

2Fn
trans-

forms to αn ¼ 1
2kα2sn

. By using the expressions in Ref. [24], the

parameters for the flat-topped Gaussian beam are obtained

as An ¼ ð−1Þn−1

N
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n

�
, where
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¼ N !

n!ðN−nÞ! , and the param-

eters of the collimated annular beam are found from
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− 1

2α2s1
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2α2s2
jsj2

�
, where

N ¼ 2, A1 ¼ −A2 ¼ A, α1 ¼ 1
2kα2s1

, and α2 ¼ 1
2kα2s2

; αs1 and

αs2 are the source sizes of the outer and inner Gaus-
sian beams.
The ensemble average of the complex random phase

term in anisotropic turbulent oceanic medium is

hexp½ψðs1Þ þ ψ�ðs2Þ�i ¼ exp
�
−
js1 − s2j2

ρ2ocξ

�
; (4)

where ρocξ is the coherence length of the anisotropic
turbulent ocean, which is found to be[20]

ρocξ ¼
�
π2

3
k2Lξ−4

Z
∞

0
κ3ξφnðκξÞdκξ

�
−1∕2

: (5)

Here, ξ is the anisotropy factor, κξ ¼
��������������������
κ2z þ ξ2κ2p

q
is the

magnitude of the spatial frequency, and κ2p ¼ κ2x þ κ2y,

where κx , κy, and κz are spatial frequency components
in the x, y, and z directions, respectively. According to
the Markov approximation, we assume that the κz compo-
nent in the anisotropic oceanic turbulent medium can be
ignored due to delta correlation and spatial frequency, and
κξ ¼ ξκp

[22]. The power spectrum of the anisotropic turbu-
lent ocean is[10]

φnðκξ; ξÞ ¼
0.388 × 10−8ε−1∕3ξ2XT

w2 κ−11∕3
ξ ½1þ 2.35ðκξηÞ2∕3�

× ðw2e−AT δ þ e−ASδ − 2we−ATSδÞ;
(6)

where ε is the rate of dissipation of turbulent kinetic en-
ergy, varying from 1 × 10−1 m2∕s3 in the most active re-
gions, surf zones, straits, and where there are very rapid
tidal currents, to 1 × 10−10 m2∕s3 in the abyssal ocean[25];
XT is the dissipation of the mean squared tempera-
ture varying from 10−2 K2∕s in surface water to 1 ×
10−10 K2∕s in deep water, η is the Kolmogorov microscale
length given as η ¼ ðv3∕εÞ1∕3[26], v is the kinematic viscos-
ity, w is the parameter, which gives the temperature and
the salinity contribution factor to turbulence, w ¼ 0 when
the salinity driven turbulence is dominant, and w ¼ −5
when the temperature driven turbulence is dominant,
AT ¼ 1.863 × 10−2, AS ¼ 1.9 × 10−4, ATS ¼ 9.41 × 10−3,
δ ¼ 8.284ðκξηÞ−4∕3 þ 12.978ðκξηÞ2. Substituting Eq. (6)
into Eq. (5), after some calculations, the spatial coherence
length of the anisotropic turbulent ocean medium can be
expressed as[20]

ρocξ ¼ ξjwj1.802 × 10−7k2LðεηÞ−1∕3

× XT ½ð0.483w2 − 0.835w þ 3.380Þ�−1∕2: (7)

Note that the term jwj in Eq. (7) appears as jwj−1 in
Ref. [20], which is a typographical error.

Inserting the multi-Gaussian beam incident field ex-
pression given by Eq. (3) into Eq. (2), the average inten-
sity of the multi-Gaussian beam is found to be
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(8)

The integrals in Eq. (8) are evaluated using the integral
formula given in Eq. 3.323.2 of Ref. [27], which is
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(9)

and the average intensity of the multi-Gaussian beam is
found as
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(10)

Using the coherence length in vacuum, ρ0 ¼ ∞, the in-
tensity in vacuum will be

I vðLÞ ¼
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Finally, substituting Eqs. (10) and (11) into Eq. (1), the
average transmittance of the anisotropic turbulent ocean
is obtained.
The variations of the average transmittance in the

anisotropic turbulent ocean are given for various param-
eters. Results are obtained analytically. Beams in all of the
figures are taken symmetrically, so the source sizes in the
x and y directions are chosen equally as αsx ¼ αsy ¼ αs.
Figures 1–8 reflect the flat-topped beam transmittance
characteristics in the anisotropic turbulent ocean, whereas
Fig. 9 gives the annular beam transmittance properties. In
all of the presented figures, the propagation wavelength is
chosen as λ ¼ 0.417 μm, which is suitable for underwater
applications, since it is a window wavelength.
In Fig. 1, the transmittance variation is plotted against

the anisotropic factor for different w values. It is found
that the transmittance increases as the anisotropic char-
acteristic of the turbulence increases in the ocean. It is seen
that the salinity driven turbulence affects transmittance
severely in comparison to the temperature driven turbu-
lence. When salinity is almost completely dominant, i.e.,
w ¼ −0.1, the transmittance approaches its minimum
level. Besides complete salinity dominant turbulence,
when turbulence is isotropic (ξ ¼ 1), the transmittance
is at the zero level.
Figure 2 reflects the transmittance variance against the

anisotropy factor for various beam source sizes. In Fig. 2,
when the curves are compared at the same anisotropy fac-
tor value, it is seen that the flat-topped beam having a
larger source size exhibits higher transmittance than
the flat-topped beam having a smaller source size; i.e.,
in Fig. 2, the flat-topped beam having αs ¼ 6 cm
has the largest transmittance value. Transmittance
change for the small beam source sizes (for example, from
αs ¼ 1 cm to αs ¼ 2 cm) is significantly high, whereas the

Fig. 1. Average transmittance of the flat-topped beam versus
anisotropy factor for various salinity and temperature contribu-
tion factors.

Fig. 2. Average transmittance of the flat-topped beam versus
anisotropy factor for various beam source sizes.

Fig. 3. Average transmittance of the flat-topped beam versus
anisotropy factor for various beam flatness orders.

Fig. 4. Average transmittance of the flat-topped beam versus
anisotropy factor for various rates of dissipation of turbulent ki-
netic energy.
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transmittance changes less for large beam sizes (from
αs ¼ 5 cm to αs ¼ 6 cm). This shows that the propagation
with the larger beam sizes is more power efficient under-
water. This is physically reasonable, since a larger beam
spread occurs when the flat-topped beam of the smaller
size propagates in anisotropic oceanic turbulence, which
means that for smaller size flat-topped beams, smaller
transmittance values are obtained, as compared to the
transmittance values obtained for larger size flat-topped
beams.

Figure 3 denotes that the increase in the order of beam
flatness changes the transmittance of the underwater op-
tical communication system in a positive manner, similar
to the case of the increase in anisotropy. It is seen from
Fig. 3 that when N > 5 and ξ > 10, the changes in the
transmittance are smaller, while the changes are larger
for smaller values of both flatness order and anisotropy.
It is seen that the transmittance differs slightly after a cer-
tain level of beam flatness and anisotropy factor. In Fig. 3,
the physics behind the trend, which shows that in a given
anisotropic oceanic turbulent medium flatter beams have
larger transmittances, is based on the fact that beams with
flatter field profiles diffract less, thus contributing more to
transmittance.

We note that the multi-Gaussian beams are formed by
the weighted summation of two or more Gaussian beams,
such as the flat-topped beam, or by the difference of two
Gaussian beams, such as the annular beam. Even though
the multi-Gaussian beams are composed of single Gaussian
beams, their intensity profiles are completely different than
the intensity profile of a single Gaussian beam. For exam-
ple, the annular beam has a ring type intensity structure,
and, if formed by many Gaussian beams, flat-topped
beams have truncated flat intensity patterns. As the result,
in any medium, the transmittances obtained for multi-
Gaussian beams are quite different than the transmittance
obtained for a single Gaussian beam. This fact is clearly
seen in Fig. 3, in which, at the same anisotropy factor,
the transmittances of flat-topped beams formed by two
or more Gaussian beams, i.e., the curves for N > 2, are fa-
vorable when compared to the transmittance of
a single Gaussian beam, i.e., the curve for N ¼ 1.

Fig. 5. Average transmittance of the flat-topped beam versus
anisotropy factor for various rates of dissipation of the mean
squared temperature.

Fig. 6. Average transmittance of the flat-topped beam versus
anisotropy factor for various Kolmogorov microscale lengths.

Fig. 7. Average transmittance of the flat-topped beam versus
the link length for various anisotropy factors.

Fig. 8. Average transmittance of the flat-topped beam versus
source size for various link lengths.

Fig. 9. Average transmittance of the annular beam versus
anisotropy factor for various source sizes when the inner and
outer source size ratios are fixed.
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This finding indicates that in terms of obtaining a high
transmittance level in a given anisotropic oceanic turbu-
lence medium, the use of a flat-topped beam will be much
more advantageous than the use of a single Gaussian beam.
It is concluded from Fig. 4 that, being valid for all

the anisotropic factor values ξ, as the rate of dissipation
of the turbulent kinetic energy ε increases, the transmit-
tance starts to increase. When ε takes its maximum value
as ε ¼ 10−1 m2∕s3 and when the oceanic turbulence is iso-
tropic (ξ ¼ 1), the transmittance approximately reaches
0.84 at the receiver, which is 50 m from the source. At
the same ε value, there is almost no loss, while the
anisotropy factor takes larger values.
Figure 5 provides the variations of transmittance versus

the anisotropy factor for various rates of dissipation of
mean squared temperature values. It is concluded that
the transmittance has its lowest level when the rate of dis-
sipation of mean squared temperature takes its maximum
value, i.e., when the beam propagation is close to the sur-
face. The transmittance values jump to higher values in
the transition from isotropic to anisotropic turbulence
at the smaller values of the rate of dissipation of mean
squared temperature.
It is inferred from Fig. 6 that as the Kolmogorov micro-

scale length increases transmittance decreases. At the
large value of the anisotropy factor, the rate of increase
in transmittance is higher for small values of the Kolmo-
gorov microscale length and is smaller when the Kolmo-
gorov microscale length is larger. As also given above,
the Kolmogorov microscale length is expressed by the
equality η ¼ ðv3∕εÞ0.25, v being the kinematic viscosity.
Thus, the trends in Fig. 6 should be evaluated by consid-
ering this equality, i.e., in Fig. 6, since ε is fixed, change in
η also refers to change in the kinematic viscosity of the
anisotropic oceanic turbulence.
In Fig. 7, the transmittance versus the link length is

given for various anisotropy factor values. It is seen from
Fig. 7 that the underwater optical communication system
link length without any attenuation is approximately 10 m
when the turbulence characteristic is isotropic. This loss-
less transmission distance is pulled up with every increase
in the anisotropy factor level. When the oceanic turbu-
lence is isotropic, the transmittance starts to decrease
sharply upon an increase in the distance. When oceanic
turbulence is more anisotropic, the same levels of trans-
mittance occur at longer distances.
The variation of the transmittance versus the beam

source size for different link lengths is given in Fig. 8. It
is seen that thicker beams yield higher transmittance
in comparison to the thinner beams. As the propagation
distance increases, an increase in the beam source size
will increase the performance of the underwater optical
communication system. Figure 8 also shows that the
transmittance at several tens of meters in the underwater
environment may still be at an acceptable level in terms of
power loss due to turbulence effects.
Finally, transmittance variations versus anisotropy fac-

tors for various annular beam source sizes are shown in

Fig. 9 when the ratio of the outer size and the inner size
of the beam is fixed and is taken as αs1∕αs2 ¼ 3. It can be
inferred from Fig. 9 that the beam with the higher inner
source sizes yields higher transmittance, and the transmit-
tance starts to increase as the thickness of the annular
beam increases. The physical meaning of the results shown
in Figs. 8 and 9 are similar to the physical reasoning pro-
vided above in the explanation for Fig. 2, i.e., larger size
flat-topped beams at any link length (Fig. 8) and larger
size annular beams at any anisotropy factor (Fig. 9) will
experience smaller beam spread, resulting in larger trans-
mittance values.

A common observation from Figs. 1–6, 8, and 9 is that
under any oceanic turbulence and optical source beam
parameters, as the ocean becomes more anisotropic, trans-
mittance increases. This is physically explained by the fact
that anisotropic oceanic turbulence possesses an asymmet-
rical eddy structure, having less dense continuum forma-
tion, leading to weaker turbulence when compared to the
corresponding isotropic oceanic turbulence strength that
has a symmetrical eddy structure. This means that for
the same oceanic turbulence and source parameters in
an anisotropic ocean, transmittance is degraded less than
in an isotropic ocean, so the transmittance values are
higher at larger anisotropy factors. The physical interpre-
tations of the results in Figs. 1, 4, 5, and 7, respectively, are
that, being valid for any anisotropic factor, at smaller w,
smaller XT , smaller L, or at larger ε, oceanic turbulence
strength becomes weaker, yielding larger transmittance
values.

In this Letter, the average transmittance of a multi-
Gaussian beam in an anisotropic turbulent ocean is inves-
tigated. Results show that transmittance increases as
the anisotropy factor, the beam flatness order, the beam
source size, and the rate of dissipation of turbulent kinetic
energy increase. The transmittance level decreases when
the propagation distance, rate of dissipation of the mean
squared temperature, and microscale length increase.
Salinity dominates the transmittance adversely in an
anisotropic ocean more than the temperature.

An important conclusion in this Letter is that the trans-
mittance for both the flat-topped and annular beams
increases as the anisotropy in the oceanic turbulence in-
creases. Thus, the power performance of optical wireless
applications is positively affected when the turbulent
ocean has a higher anisotropy factor.
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